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ABSTRACT 

  

On the master’s thesis on the topic “CREATION OF AN EDUCATIONAL GAME-LIKE 

APPLICATION THAT USES AN AGENT-BASED CRIME SIMULATION MODEL” 

 

The thesis consists of an introduction, two chapters, conclusion, bibliography and annexes. 

Key words: Agent-based modeling, Unity, ml-agents, neural networks, reinforcement learning. 

This paper focuses on the creation of an educational game with a realistic simulation of acts of 

pickpocketing in public transports, based on intelligent agents at its core. Research on impact of games in 

education, as well as subjects like building the initial blocks of a game, setting up a training environment 

for intelligent agents in Unity, and using machine learning techniques to train them are described in great 

detail in this paper. Tasks like configuring an agent's field of vision, observations and actions, building state 

machines and setting up navigation are discussed in the implementation chapter. Mostly, the training 

revolves around an implementation of the PPO (Proximal Policy Optimization) algorithm, which is 

provided by the unity ML-Agents module, and involves tuning parameters and trying various techniques 

like Curiosity-Driven Exploration to improve results. This paper also addresses common problems like 

sparse rewards, clumsy agent navigation in world space, slow starts to the training process or overfitting, 

as well as possible solutions to those. Ending with an in-depth dive into ML-agents, the Unity machine 

learning module, this study addresses the best ways to leverage machine learning to achieve behaviour close 

to what us, humans, would consider intelligent and potentially use it for a game with educational purposes. 

The resulting simulation can serve as the core for an educational game that could potentially teach 

the player about the way acts of theft in public transports happen and how to combat those. The results 

proved to be quite satisfactory for establishing the basic building blocks of a simulation with a bus, 

passenger and thief agents. However, there is definitely room for improvement as a real world dataset with 

records of pickpocketing would boost the realism of the simulation. Having access to detailed data like 

preferred victims, people density on a bus, time of the day, lighting and other such factors, could especially 

motivate changes to the thief agent's behaviour and improve its utility in teaching the observer about the 

way a pickpocketing act happens.  

  



 

 

REZUMAT 

 

Această lucrare se axează pe crearea unui joc educațional cu o simulare realistă a actelor de furt de 

buzunare în transportul public, bazată pe agenți inteligenți. Cercetările privind impactul jocurilor în 

educație și subiecte precum construirea blocurilor inițiale ale unui joc, crearea unui mediu de instruire 

pentru agenți inteligenți în Unity și utilizarea tehnicilor de învățare automată pentru a-i antrena sunt 

descrise în detaliu în această lucrare. Sarcini precum configurarea câmpului vizual al unui agent, 

observațiile și acțiunile, construirea mașinilor de stare și configurarea navigației sunt discutate în capitolul 

de implementare. În cea mai mare parte, instruirea are la bază o implementare a algoritmului PPO 

(Proximal Policy Optimization), care este furnizat de modulul unity ML-Agents, și implică reglarea 

parametrilor și încercarea diferitelor tehnici precum Curiosity-Driven Exploration pentru a îmbunătăți 

rezultatele. Această lucrare abordează, de asemenea, probleme obișnuite, cum ar fi recompensele rare, 

navigarea neîndemânatică a agenților în spațiu, începerea lentă a procesului de antrenament sau 

supraadaptarea, precum și posibilele soluții la acestea. Încheind cu o scufundare aprofundată în  ML-

Agents, modulul de învățare automată Unity, acest studiu abordează cele mai bune modalități de a 

valorifica învățarea automată pentru a obține un comportament apropiat de ceea ce noi, oamenii, am 

considera inteligent și am putea folosi pentru un joc cu scop educațional. 

Simularea rezultată poate servi drept bază pentru un joc educațional care ar putea învăța jucătorul 

despre felul în care se întâmplă actele de furt în transportul public și cum să le combată. Rezultatele s-au 

dovedit a fi destul de satisfăcătoare pentru stabilirea elementelor de bază ale unei simulări cu un autobuz, 

agenți pasageri și agenți hoți. Cu toate acestea, există cu siguranță loc de îmbunătățire, deoarece un set de 

date din lumea reală cu înregistrări de hoți de buzunare ar spori realismul simulării. Având acces la date 

detaliate, cum ar fi victimele preferate, densitatea oamenilor într-un autobuz, ora din zi, iluminatul și alți 

astfel de factori, ar putea motiva în special schimbări în comportamentul agentului hoț și ar putea 

îmbunătăți utilitatea acestuia în învățarea observatorului despre modul în care se întâmplă un furt de 

buzunar. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the domains that, traditionally, computer games have had great success in, is education. The 

interactive nature of the game and the usually great visuals provide a fun learning experience for both 

children and adults alike. More recently, games have started to come up more frequently on e-learning 

platforms and even in school programs. This paper focuses on implementing an educative game that has 

the objective of teaching pupils about criminal behaviour, especially pickpocketing in public transports, the 

way these acts of theft are executed and how to avoid dangerous situations, in hopes that this would increase 

their awareness and, therefore, reduce the risk of them potentially falling victim to such crimes.  

However, the game described in this paper is unlike many other educative games, as it revolves 

around an agent-based simulation system, that would make use and be improved by real world data. The 

system would simulate real-life pickpocketing scenarios in public transports with intelligent agents, 

creating different situations every time, that the user would get to experience and react to. Creating a good 

simulation that would be centered at the core of this game, ideally requires parsing and making sense of 

tons of real-world data, consulting domain experts and validating the probability of simulated scenarios 

once the agents are built. However, a good simulation base could also be built without large datasets if there 

aren't any, in the hopes of improving it with data when it becomes available. Once the simulation is 

functioning at a high-enough level, building the game features around it is the next step, which would 

require creating a simple interface that would allow the user to interact with the simulation in some ways. 

The game would present different situations, requiring input from the player and letting the simulation 

adapt and respond. By playing through a number of scenarios, the player would learn about the way thieves 

operate while trying to pickpocket and observe the way it concludes, based on his/her own actions and 

inputs.  

Simulating natural behaviour can be done in a number of ways, but more often than not, when 

dealing with complex tasks, machine learning and, more specifically, neural networks can yield the best 

results. The agents would have to be trained to act naturally and execute tasks based on their characteristics 

and situations. The end result for this project is expected to be a solid, intelligent simulation core which 

may serve as a base for an educational online game and may be improved by constant additions of real 

world datasets. This paper focuses on the creation of such a simulation, agent training, and the initial steps 

of turning it into a game.  
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